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Overview: One morpheme can only condition a special allomorph of another if the two are
sufficiently local: child{*-s, -ren} vs. child-hood{-s, *-ren} [1, 2]. Results from a morphological
acceptability study on Georgian placeholder verbs (PHVs) show that this generalization about
allomorphy and its locality constraints obtains even for an emergent construction whose complex
internal structure has not yet been fully ironed out by grammaticization.
Background: PHVs serve as substitutes for intended verbs (IntVs) which the speaker either
wishes to euphemize or that they fail to retrieve from memory [3]. A PHV comprises minimally
the demonstrative pronoun /imas/ “DEM” and a finite form of the light verb /kʰna/ “do:NMLZ”.
The PHV may optionally copy the IntV’s preverb (a lexically specified perfectivizing proclitic;
“PVB”). For example, the IntV in 1 could be placeheld by either version of 2.
(1) /tʰkʰven ɡamo= akʰliavetʰ isini/ (2) /tʰkʰven (ɡamo=) imas- kʰenitʰ isini/

2PL.ERG PVB= stupefy:AOR.PL 3PL.NOM 2PL.ERG (PVB=) DEM- do:AOR.PL 3PL.NOM
“Y’all stupefied them.” “Y’all thatdid them.”

The PHV construction is nonstandard, and there are many loci of morphological variation.
Where agreement prefixes like /v-/ “1SU” appear is particularly striking. Standardly, prefixes
always come between the PVB and the stem. In PHVs they can appear inside, outside, or on both
sides of DEM; outside and doubled agreement is only possible with a copied PVB (3).
(3) /(ɡamo=) imas- v- kʰenitʰ/ ~ /ɡamo= v- imas- kʰenitʰ/ ~ /ɡamo= v- imas- v- kʰenitʰ/

(PVB=) DEM- 1SU- do:AOR.PL PVB= 1SU- DEM- do:INFL PVB= 1SU- DEM- 1SU- do:INFL
all: “We thatdid them” (not all speakers find each variant equally acceptable)

Analysis: L1-introspection of the first author and fieldwork conducted by the second led to a
working formal analysis of PHVs. In a nutshell, we propose that the internal constituency of
PHVs is not yet fully grammaticized, and that each major morphological variant (3) corresponds
to a different structural parse. For standard verbs, we assume that prefixal inflection expones v,
suffixes expone T, and the PVB heads a small clause complement of V (“RP”; cf. [4] on Slavic
prefixes). T lowers to V, while R leans prosodically on the complex V+v+T head (4).
(4) Standard Verb: Assumed structure of /ɡamovakʰliavetʰ/ “we stupefied them”

[TP [vP [VP [RP R ] V ] v ] T* ] *T lowers to V
VIs: /ɡamo=/ /kʰliav/ /va-/ /-etʰ/ → /ɡamo=  va-  kʰliav  -etʰ/

PHVs add no new structure to this skeleton. To incorporate /imas/ “DEM”, speakers can parse it
four different ways: as either occupying or adjoining to either R or V. Only with overt prefixal
inflection are the parses disambiguated. In PHVs that do not copy the IntV’s PVB, the DEM is
parsed as a novel preverb. Thus the prefix must come between it and the LV stem (5). We take the
PVB copying mechanism to be free insertion of existing exponents for R (PVBs that mismatch the
IntV’s are ruled out pragmatically). When this occurs, DEM can be adjoined to R, yielding a
novel compound preverb; under this parse, prefixes will appear inside DEM (6). Alternatively,
DEM could be analyzed as V, and the light verb as a novel exponent of T (7). That parse would



mirror standard verbs containing ‘incorporated auxiliary’ forms of the copula — the only other
Georgian verbs where prefixal agreement is multiply exponed (e.g., /mo= v- sul -[v- ar -tʰ]/ “we
have come”, containing the ‘auxiliary’ /v- ar -tʰ/ “we are”; cf. [5, 6]). Finally, R could be adjoined
to the light verb in V, yielding a novel compound verb and outer agreement (8).
(5) Demonstrative-as-preverb parse: DEM occupies R; LV occupies V

[TP [vP [VP [RP R ] V ] v ] T ] No copied Pvb, Inner Agr
DEM LV PFX SFX → /imas=  v-  kʰen  -itʰ/

(6) Compound preverb parse: DEM adjoins to copied PVB in R; LV occupies V
[TP [vP [VP [RP R + Rʹ ] V ] v ] T ] Copied Pvb, Inner Agr

PVB + DEM LV PFX SFX → /[gamo  +  imas]=  v-  kʰen  -itʰ/
(7) Demonstrative-as-root parse: DEM occupies V; LV occupies T as a novel ‘auxiliary’

[TP [vP [VP [RP R ] V ] v ] TAUX ] Copied Pvb, Doubled Agr
PVB DEM PFX LV + SFX → /gamo=  v-  imas  -[v-  kʰen  +  -itʰ]/

(8) Compound root parse: DEM adjoins to LV in V
[TP [vP [VP [RP R ] V + Vʹ ] v ] T ] Copied Pvb, Outer Agr

PVB LV + DEM PFX SFX → /gamo=  v-  [imas  +  kʰen]  -itʰ/
Consequences for allomorphy: Crucially, analyzing Outer-Agr PHVs as compound verbs posits
a less local structural relationship between the light verb and T/v for that type of PHV (8) than
any other (5–7). Georgian verbs exhibit intricate allomorphy dependencies, triggered by specific
lexical items and/or combinations of inflectional features. In particular, /kʰna/ “do:NMLZ” has
several suppletive stems and triggers many irregular allomorphs of T. So, if allomorphy is
constrained tightly by morphemes’ locality, then we expect baseline morphological dependencies
between the LV and T to be interrupted only when the PHV has a compound-root structure. In
other words, retreats to default inflectional morphology should be more likely for 8 than 5–7.
Experiment: To test this hypothesis, we designed a 2x2 morphological acceptability experiment
manipulating the position PHVs’ prefixal agreement (inner vs. outer) and suffixal inflection type
(irregular vs. default). 66 participants used a 1-to-5 Likert scale to rate the wellformedness of a
PHV as a substitute for a given IntV. There were 32 itemsets, distributed via a Latin Square, and
160 fillers. The experiment was hosted online, via PCIbex. Acceptability ratings are reported in
the following figure. An ordinal regression model found a significant interaction of position and
allomorphy (p < 0.05), with outer/irregular rated
worst of all (bottom left plot). This effect is
expected if the root is insufficiently local to T in an
Outer-Agr PHV to trigger the expected irregular
allomorphy patterns associated with the LV.
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